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1. Introduction 

1.1. Methodology documents and other policies guiding the Akros Indices are 
designed to minimize the need for judgment or discretion as much as possible. 
Nonetheless, there are occasions when unusual or complex circumstances 
arise that are not addressed by these documents. 

1.2. This policy outlines the procedures AIE follows in such situations. These 
include the handling of complex and unusual corporate actions and events, as 
well as decisions to recalculate or correct indices when issues with calculations 
are detected. 

 

2. Unusual or Complex Corporate Actions and Events 

2.1. In situations where future events are not addressed by the corporate action 
guides or other methodology documents, the index management team will 
escalate the issue to the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors will then 
research and review potential approaches for handling the event. 

 

3. Index Recalculation Decisions 

3.1. When the recalculation policy and guidelines do not clearly specify the actions 
to be taken following the detection of an error in index calculation, the Board of 
Directors will decide the suitable course of action. This includes making 
decisions on whether to historically restate an index and/or correct the index 
composition with advance notification provided. 

 

4. Client and Stakeholder Consultation 

4.1. If the Board of Directors deems it necessary to gather stakeholder opinions to 
decide on the best approach for handling an event or calculation issue, they will 
consult stakeholders when time permits. This consultation may occur during ad-
hoc meetings with relevant AIE advisory committees or through individual 
discussions with affected stakeholders. Consultations will involve open-ended 
questions, and under no circumstances will respondents be pre-informed of the 
final decision. After reviewing the feedback, the Board of Directors will 
determine the appropriate response to the event or calculation issue. 

 

5. Notification 

5.1. The confirmed approach to handling the event will be communicated to clients 
and other stakeholders simultaneously through the publication of a technical 
notice on the AIE website. This technical notice will also include the rationale 
behind the decision. 
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6. Record Keeping 

6.1. Instances of the exercise of expert judgment will be recorded and described at 
the subsequent meeting of the Board of Directors. 
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Disclaimer 

This document contains information that is confidential and proprietary property and/or trade secret of Akros Index 
Engineering Inc. and/or its affiliates and is not to be published, reproduced, copied, disclosed or used without the 
express written consent of Akros Index Engineering Inc. This document is provided for information purpose only. 
The information contained herein is, to the knowledge of Akros Index Engineering Inc., current as of the date hereof, 
but is subject to change without notice and does not constitute any form of warranty, representation, or undertaking. 
Nothing herein should in any way be deemed to alter the legal rights and obligations contained in agreements 
between Akros Index Engineering Inc. and/or any of their affiliates and their respective clients relating to any of the 
products or services described herein. Nothing herein is intended to constitute legal, tax, accounting, investment 
or other professional advice. Clients should consult with an attorney, tax, or accounting professional regarding any 
specific legal, tax or accounting situation. 

The content in this document is provided on an “AS IS” basis. Akros Index Engineering Inc. and/or its affiliates 
make no warranties whatsoever, either express or implied, as to merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, 
or any other matter. Without limiting the foregoing, Akros Index Engineering Inc. and/or its affiliates make no 
representation or warranty that any data or information (including but not limited to evaluated pricing) supplied to 
or by it are complete or free from errors, omissions, or defects. In no event shall Akros Index Engineering Inc. 
and/or any of its affiliates be liable to any party for any direct, indirect, incidental, exemplary, compensatory, punitive, 
special or consequential damages, costs, expenses, legal fees, or losses (including, without limitation, lost income 
or lost profits and opportunity costs) in connection with any use of the content in this document even if advised of 
the possibility of such damages. 

This document is © Akros Index Engineering Inc. 2024. 

Other products, services, or company names mentioned herein are the property of, and may be the service mark 
or trademark of, their respective owners. 

 


